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Four topological identities (5), (6), (7) and (9) for free-valence
index are derived.
The bond number Nr and the closely related free-valence index Fr were
defined by Coulson1 •2 as

Fr= Nmax-Nr

Thereafter, this concept has been widely applied in the theory of conjugated
molecuies. 3
In the above formulas, Prs is the bond order between atoms r ands and the
constant Nmax is the maximal possible bound number, usually assumed to be
v3. Here and later ~ denotes the summation over all sites s adjacent to r.
s

Both indices Nr and Fr contain the same information about the n-electron
system of a conjugated molecule. In the following we shall analyse mainly the
properties of the bond number, but, of course, our results apply to free-valence
index as well.
For the purposes of the present consideration it is convenient to use the
language and mathematical formalism of graph theory. 4 Thus G is the molecular
graph with n vertices. Its adjacency matrix is A and its characteristic polynomial is P (G, x), where
(1)
P (G, x) = det (x I - A) = L1
Sometimes the characteristic polynomial will be denoted by LI for reasons
which will become clear later. The eigenvalues xi and the eigenvectors Ci =
= (Cj 1 , Ci 2 , ••• , Cjn)T of the graph G fulfil the relation
A Ci= xici

If e is an edge and r a vertex of G, then G-e and G-r denote the subgraphs
obtained by deletion of e and r, respectively, from G. Consequently, G-r-s is
obtained by deletion of both vertices rands. Note that G-e, G-r and G-r-s have
n, n-1 and n-2 vertices, respectively. If Z is a cycle of G, then G-Z is the
subgraph obtained by deletion of all vertices of Z from G. Hence, G-Z has n-z
vertices, with z being the size of the cycle Z.
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Finally, we shall use the abbreviated notation

-

1
.1t

00

S F (x)

dx

- oo

= < F (x) > = < F >

(2)

In the above defined graph-theoretical terminology, the total n-electron
energy E and the density matrix P of the corresponding conjugated system are
introduced as4
n

n

prs

=

~ gj cjr c js
j= l

with gi being the occupation number of the j'th molecular orbital. In the great
majority of cases, the bonding orbitals (xi> 0) are occupied by two electrons,
whereas the antibonding orbitals (xj
0) are empty. Then the occupation
numbers fulfil the identity5

<

From this relation it follows
AP=A+ f A J

where the matrix I A
Since Arr

=

I is

defined via

IA ICi = Ixi Icj
0, it is

(3)

(4)

[A !rr = (A P\r = ~ p rs
s

and therefrom we have our first identity
Nr

=

J

A [rr

(5)

The second identity follows now immediately from the definition (4) of the
matrix [ A [, namely
n

Nr= ~ Jxj JC/

(6)

j=l

This relation has an intriguing interpretation, because Cjr2 is just the density of
the electron in the j'th orbital at site r. Hence, Nr can be understood as a weighted electron density, with the major contribution coming from the lowest occupied molecular orbital (LOMO) and with negligible contribution from the
highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO). This is seemingly a paradoxial
conclusion since the reactivity of a site is known to be mainly determined by
the HOMO. But in the case of the free-valence index (which is the real reactivity
index), the situation is exactly the opposite. Namely,
n

Fr=~ (Nmax -

[ xj [)Cj/

j=l

If the constant Nmax is chosen to be sufficiently close to the LOMO level, the
contribution of the LOMO to F r will vanish while the contribution of the HOMO
will be the dominant one. This argument explains also the finding that Nmax =
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y 3 can be applied in the case of both tertiary, secondary and primary
carbon atoms.6
The trace of a m atrix is invariant under similarity transformations. Therefore,
n

n

L Nr

= Tr I A =

I Xi I = E

L

J

r= l

j= l

which is just another formulation of the well known fact E = ~ P rs· Thus, the
bond number Nr can be interpreted as that fraction of the total n:-electron
energy which can be associated with the site r .
Another partitioning of E on sites of the molecule can be realized starting
from the Coulson integral formula 7

<n-

E =

where i =

V-

ix P' (G -

r, ix)/ P (G, ix) >

1. Because of the relation
n

P ' (G, x) =

LP (G-r, x)
r=l

it follows simply
n

< 1-

E= L

ix P (G -

r , ix) / P (G, ix) >

r=l

We proceed now to show that this partition of total n:-electron energy is equivalent to the previous one, namely that a third identity is valid.
Nr =

< 1 - ix P (G- r,

(7)

ix)/P (G, ix) >

In order to deduce eq. (7), we expand the determinant (1) in terms of the
r'th row. L1rs will denote the minor obtained by deletion of the r'th row and the
s'th column from Ll. Note that Llrr = P (G-r, x). Hence,
n

P (G, x)

=

n

L (- l)'+s (x I -A)rs Llrs

= x Llrr +

L (-1)""" Ars Llrs

s= l

= x P (G-r, x)

+ L (-l)'·m i Ll rs
s

This is further transformed into
1-

x P (G -

r, x),/P (G, x), = L (- 1)'+"' LI rJ LI
s

Substitution x __,.. ix and integration as indicated in (2) yields

< 1-

ix P (G- r, ix)/P (G, ix)> = L (- l)'·+s+t

< tl rJLI

But according to the Coulson-Longuet-Higgins formula 8 ,
(-1)'+.+l

<

which completes the proof of eq. (7).

LlrJLI

> = prs

>

=
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The characteristic polynomial of a graph fulfils the following recurrence
relation9
P(G, x) = P(G-e, x)-P(G-r-s, x)-2LeP(G-Z, x)
(8)

z
where e is the edge between the vertices r ands and ~e denotes the summation
over all cycles Z which contain the edge e. A succesive application of (8) to ·
all edges incident to the vertex r gives
P(G, x) = xP(G-r, x)-LP(G-r-s, x)-2LrP(G-Z, x)

s

z

with Lr indicating the summation over all cycles Z which contain the vertex r.
Substitution of this latter relation back into eq. (7) yields
Nr

=-

L < P (G - r - s, ix)/P (G, ix)

>-

2 Lr< P (G - Z, ix)/P (G, ix)

>

(9)

z

which is our fourth identity for N ... According to it, Nr is decomposed into. a
number of additive contributions of the form
P (H, ix)/P (G, ix)> with H
being a certain subgraph of G. The analytical form of these integrals is relatively simple and enables a deeper insight into the complicated topological relations
which determine the bond number and the free-valence index.10
In order to illustrate this, let us consider the sign of the integrals in (9)
for the case of an alternant hydrocarbon. It can be ·shown that

<

sign < P (H, ix)/P (G, ix)

>=

( - l) <n-1>>/2

with h being the number of vertices of H. Now, G-r-s and G-Z have n-2 and
n-z vertices, respectively, ancl eq. (9) is transformed into
Nr = L I < P (G - r - s, ix)/P (G, ix)
s

> I+ 2 Lr (- l)"/ I <
2 1
-

P (G- Z, ix)./P (G, ix)

>

z

In words: The bond number of the site r is a sum of positive contributions
coming from edges incident to r, of positive contributions coming from cycles
of length 4m + 2 and of negative contributions coming from cycles of length 4m.
Hence a Ruckel 4m + 2 type regularity is observed also in the case of bond
number and free-valence index.
This and related topological properties of Nr and Fr will be analysed in more
detail elsewhere. 10
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